
Enterprise Security 
Management Services



With high levels of hacking and malware activity, complex security technologies and regulatory mandates, it 
becomes imperative to adopt the best solution when it comes to enterprise infrastructure security. 
Traditionally, organizations braved the security frontier with lesser public, external applications. As 
organizations grow and business landscapes change, the need to have a well managed security cover 
increases exponentially. This inturn puts pressure on organizations to contain sensitised data and also 
maintain resources for the same.

Managed security services (MSS) are rapidly replacing traditional IT security operational management 
because they provide a more cost-effective method of managing and protecting enterprise networks, 
systems, applications, ensuring compliance. MSS is all about having a systematic, failsafe approach to 
realizing an organizations’s growing security needs. 

The need of comprehensive Managed Security Services for a global organization is different and always 
has been putting lot of strain on the IT framework, management and resource costs. The need of the hour 
is to provide an impenetrable blanket of protection and security for all network devices, this becomes 
critical with these situations below:

Rapid expansion of the Internet, intranet and virtual private networks (VPNs)

Proliferation of mobile devices including BYOD/BYOX and cloud computing

Rise in the volume of confidential B2B and B2C transactions and the growing concerns over 

network security

Adoption of server virtualization technology  and currently installed solutions which are not 

secure

Lack of manpower or expertise to roll out new technology

Organizations in the midst of IT infrastructure transformation, moving users, applications, data 

into the cloud and seeking security solutions

Enterprise Security Management

Managed Security Services - Overview

Security Monitoring Services

Monitoring and Notification Service 
from the SOC

Security services are integrated with 
the SIEM tool and are monitored 
through the SOC

Device Management Services
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Proxy Server Management
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Log Management
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Web Application Security 
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service

Secure Configuration Management
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How we do it

Benefits

RISK MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

COST

ACCOUTABILITY, RESPONSIBILITY, REPORTING, 
EFFECTIVNESS AND ASSURANCE

CSS Corp’ Monitoring and Managed Security Services provides cost-effective, advanced security solutions 
and proactive security services that improves your security posture, compliance requirements and allows IT 
staff to concentrate on supporting your core business. The CSS Corp SOC (Security Operations Center) 
adopts a holistic view to align the security operations to governance, compliance and risk management 
(GRC) objectives of the customer. 

Service Highlights

24*7 Monitoring & Incident Management

Timely detection and prevention of security breaches

Reduced CAPEX and OPEX costs 

Service delivery by using ITIL / COBIT / NIST frameworks

Compliance with ISO 27001, PCI DSS, HIPAA, SOX, FISMA, GLBA

Supports variety of device types across vendors



About Us
CSS Corp is a global Technology Support company offering innovative solutions on Cloud and Mobility. Its 
path breaking innovations and IPs (Intellectual Properties) are being used by organizations globally in 
lowering their operating cost, enhancing productivity and deriving value for their customers.  Remote 
Infrastructure Management (RIMS), Application Development, Network Services has also augmented CSS 
Corp in delivering value to their customers. With quality and innovation being key focus at CSS Corp, 5500 
professionals with diversified cultural backgrounds are involved in creating solutions for tomorrow. 

For more information, please mail us at info@csscorp.com


